August 2021—No 229

Combined newsletter of the
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc and the Levin Model Aeroplane Club Inc.

Model Flying NZ Facebook page—
Congratulations to Rene, who looks after MFNZ Large Model
program, on his FAI award. Well deserved!
Flying New Zealand

FAI AIR SPORTS
MEDAL 2021

Rene Redmond started his career in aviation in the Royal New
Zealand Air Force where he was an engineer. This must
account for his enduring love for jet engines and in particular
the A4 Skyhawk.
Following several years in the Air Force, he suffered an
accident which left him in a wheelchair and resulted in the
end of his Service career.
Undaunted by this setback, he established himself as shop
owner, selling all things model aircraft. This premises in
Palmerston North became a mecca for hobbyists seeking not
only to buy items but to use the great depth of advice that
was freely given. At the same location, he and Lew Woods
established a new venture, Skycam UAV which developed the
use of remote controlled aircraft for aerial surveillance work.
These aircraft were successfully sold to the military and
academia.
He manages the authorisation, inspection and certification of
approximately 400 large model aircraft owned by members of
Model Flying New Zealand and is the primary link with the
CAA. Rene is closely involved with the running of his local
model aircraft club and his home workshop has a never
ending stream of visitors seeking advice and help.
He has retained his love of jet engines and has recently
restored a full size jet engine which he delights in running in a
test stand. He has taken this to shows and mesmerised a
whole hosts of young people running the engine up within
touching distance and made the magic of jet propulsion come
to life.

Rene, on behalf of all the modellers—thank you.
You are always happy to assist and give helpful
advice, knowledge and time.
You have helped so many modellers and I am sure
they join me in congratulating you on this very well
deserved award.
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Put it on your Calendar now!
Levin
Club
Monthly
Dinners

COFFEE
MORNINGS
Don’t forget that we meet
each Wednesday at 9.30am
for coffee and a chat.
Columbus Coffee Café,
Mitre 10, Featherston St,
PN.
All Members
of our Club
and other
Model
Flying Clubs
are most

welcome.

Monday 16 August,
6.30pm,
Cobb and Co, Levin.

Please phone or text Linda
021 210 6139 or email
(click here) with numbers by 9am
on the day.

Palmerston North Aeroneers Table Sale
Thursday 26 August at the Senior Citizens
Hall, 323 Main St, PN. Doors open 6.45pm.
Sellers—tables $10

Vintage Events In Levin

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sport Flying is held each Sunday immediately after
or during Club competitions
2

9

16

23

30

Remember
one man’s
trash is
another man’s
treasure

All modellers from all clubs,
welcome to bring and buy so you have three
weeks to clean out the
workshop of excess ‘treasures’.

Menu on club noticeboard or
check out their website.

25 & 26
September
2021 John Selby
Memorial

Mon

Treasures

3
Mid week
flying

4
Coffee
morning

5
Mid week
Reserve day

6

10
Mid week
flying

11
Coffee
morning

12
Mid week
Reserve day

13

17
Mid week
flying

18
Coffee
morning

19
Mid week
Reserve day

20

24
Mid week
flying

25
Coffee
Morning

26
Mid week
Reserve day

27

31
Mid week
flying

7

Sun

1
2 m glider Comps

8
Vintage/Tomboy
Comps

14

15
Radian Comps

21

22
Sport flying

Table sale
Doors open 6.45pm
Senior Citizens Hall

28

29
Sport flying
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Maurice Job
This past month has seen winter truly arrive with the
usual concerns over ground conditions. So far there
haven’t been any major problems. The track into the
club hut is solid, but it is becoming soft anywhere off
the metalled wheel tracks. This includes out in front
of the clubroom. Care must be taken when driving
along the track and more especially when turning
around. It is this “off the wheel tracks” area that
determines whether we need to park at the gate.
Cones placed in the gateway will indicate that you
are asked to park there and walk in. Hopefully this
will not be a big problem.
From now, each week I will check the conditions of
the track, pits and strip and the presence or not of
farmer’s electric fences which will be reported to all
members by email. The organizer of that weekend’s
event will make a judgement call on whether to fly
the event or not.
Our Mid-year dinner was a success, while there was
a small confusion over time, which I believe worked
out ok, twenty people attended and comments I
have received have all been favourable.

deal for new fliers. Very soon I will be approaching
members for models, some I already have.
August also sees the annual “Table Sale” which is an
opportunity for us all to trade and exchange material
and models. Please support this as it does cost the
Club to put it on, sellers pay $10 for a ‘table’. Please
also support the Sellers to make it worth their while.
Other Clubs in the region are also being invited. See
elsewhere for more detail.
Word “on the Street” is that Rod Watts has one of
the new E-Flite “Draco” models. Draco is (or was) an
extreme STOL plane, I for one am very keen to see
the model.
I attended the LMA event in Taupo, some 20 fliers in
great weather. Many old faces I hadn’t seen for a
long time. Some great flight displays from a wide
spectrum of model types. But, having destroyed the
Christen Eagle there, I better get some workshop
time.
Maurice

August 7th is the Te Manawa show, this is an ‘all
clubs’ day. Our emphasis will be on entry level flying,
in an attempt to de-mystify our hobby and entice
people to have a go. This is coupled with a tempting

Congratulations to Flemming Ravn
for passing his Private Pilot’s Licence
in July 2021.
This is a remarkable achievement considering when he started learning 18 months ago
Flemming was 77 and had no previous experience flying full size planes.
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Tama Randell
Another month of mis matched weather and
interrupted flying.
Vintage had to be canned due to the ever increasing
wind. The following week was no good for flying and
then I couldn’t be bothered dealing with the mud so
its been a while since Ive had the sticks in my hands.
I did manage to get one of the planes I got off
James up and flying and have another one ready to
go when the weather decides to oblige. The one I
managed to get flying is a flying wing called a Bonsai
and flies quite well on a 1000mah 4s. Will have to
see if its as tough as my assassin which has had a
ridiculous amount of flites and crashes – generally
due to cockiness or someone from the pits yelling
out ‘LOWER’…

there will be plenty of bargains to be had.
That’s all from me this month other than please be
weary of the wet field so as not to get stuck or if you
do then use my moto, ‘if in doubt, power out’.
See you at the field,
CC

7th of August at Te Manawa we have a display to
put on. Maurice has organised this so come along
and support our club and hopefully we can recruit
some new members. We also have club night in
August which will be our annual table sale (we are
no longer doing auctions) so come along as I’m sure

PNA Club Fuel
Methanol $2.75 litre
Nitro $32.43 litre
Oil $20 litre

Update from our England
correspondent!!!
We are having some very pleasant summer weather. It has been calm and
sunny for about two weeks now. Temps get to a fine 24C. I did try the aircon in the workshop one day but
really just to test it. I'm building a vintage 1968 aerobatic plane at the moment so plenty of shavings and
dust. My new club has been very quiet through the covid times so I often fly on my own or with a couple of
others. I'm off next Saturday to a national gathering of vintage style planes from the Single channel radio era
and in two weeks time to a Large model fly in with trade stands and multiple retail opportunities." Jonathan
and Gill
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The weather station and camera is now a vital part
of the structure of the club and thank you to Ivan
and Peter Hancox for getting the battery sorted.
Thanks also to Tony Parkinson for popping down to
the club house and checking on things.
While the guys were sorting the camera, Tony and
Linda had a clean out in the clubhouse. I hear there
is more instore for a warm summers day.
The first of the monthly club dinners was enjoyed by
those who attended. We understand that numbers
and those attending will fluctuate. It is always nice
to catch up with members and their wives over good
food. Cobb and Co seems to be a good place as the
menu suits most people and the pricing is
reasonable. Meal sizes are flexible with the “gold
card” meal being slightly smaller than the standard
meal.
Thank you to John Cameron—caught on camera
cleaning the mower after mowing the strip. Thanks
also to other members who have mowed the strip
and just not been caught.

As advertised in this
edition the Palmerston
North Aeroneers have
their annual sales table
evening. Sellers can
‘buy’ a table for $10
and sell their surplus
models and gear. A
good chance to sell
your stuff, buy something or just catch up or meet fellow modellers.
See you at the field.

Congratulations
Brian Stewart and Peter Finn
They have both obtained their wings badges..
Well done guys.

From The Editors Desk

Firstly congratulations to Rene and to Flemming,
and it was fantastic to acknowledge their very
different achievements. Rene being acknowledged
for his years of contribution to modelling while
Flemming achieved a major milestone. It is also
good to acknowledge Brad’s major build in progress,
and we look forward to seeing the finished product.
The later two achievements are both aviation but not
modelling orientated, however they are fellow
modellers and certainly worthy of adding to the feel
good factor within the clubs newsletters. If you know
of a club member who has achieved let me know.
Clubs are about people not just their models.
Remember that this is your club’s newsletter. Thank

you to the regular contributors —without this, I would
probably say—why? Why should I spend many
hours looking for stuff for some people to read. Stuff
that they could find online!
Here’s a challenge—send me a photo of your
build, your workshop, your plane, your boat,
your milestone?

Click on the links below for websites
and camera with updates on events,
field conditions etc,
Aeroneers website
Levin website Levin camera

Linda Lambess, 42 Manga Pirau Street, Waikawa Beach, Manakau, Levin, 5573
lindalambess@gmail.com landline: 06 3626446 mobile: 021 2106139
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Levin Club Monthly
Cobb and Co get-togethers
A group of nine attended the first of our monthly
club dinners at Cobb and Co. Many thanks to those
who replied to the email stating that they could or
could not attend. Of you prefer not to receive the
reminder email, let me know and I shall take you off
that particular list. I understand that for many it is
a long way to come particularly on the cold and
stormy evening.

It was good to meet new people and catch up with
old friends. We know that numbers will vary each
month and I will phone Cobb and Co about 9am to
confirm numbers.
Denise — a reminder to SYM. For those not present
Denise had a line up of courses as she was so busy
enjoying chatting with people. (SYM—shut your
mouth or shut up and eat up!)
From left:
Kevin Daly,
Denise and Joe
Bradbury,
Pat Parkinson,
Linda Lambess,
Tony Parkinson
and
Tony and
Maree Lammas.
Photographer Ivan
Huntley.

PNA Mid-year Dinner
The Club’s mid-year dinner was held on 17 July at the
Little Savanna.
Due to a slight mix up with our dining time, the 20
guests attending made the most of the extra time to
mix and mingle over pre dinner drinks prior to being
seated. With the great company of those attending
along with the service and food from Little Savanna
made a very pleasant evening.
It was good to see the Club’s newest member Mark
Boyes and his wife Katherine attend.
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Seen on
Facebook!
MFNZ Facebook page—Nationals 2021 Polo shirt can be ordered
soon online we have them ready for you pick up at Nats! NZ made
Quality Polo.

Wanted

your piece for your newsletter

Hints
Old or new
photos with
captions

Your current
project
Interesting flying
experiences

Links to interesting
websites

Jokes
Add your piece to the puzzle

On July 20, 1969 as commander of
the Apollo 11 lunar module, Neil
Armstrong was the first person to
set foot on the moon.
His first words after stepping on the
moon, ‘that’s one small step for
man, one giant leap for mankind,’
were televised to earth and heard
by millions.*
But just before he re-entered the
lander, he made the enigmatic remark ‘good luck Mr. Gorsky”.
Many people at NASA thought it was
a casual remark concerning some
rival soviet cosmonaut.
However, upon checking, there was
no Gorsky in either the Russian or
American space programs.
Over the years many people questioned Armstrong as to what the
’good luck Mr. Gorsky’ statement
meant, but Armstrong always just
smiled.
On July 5, 1995, in Tampa Bay,
Florida, while answering questions
following a speech, a reporter
brought up the 26 year old question
to Armstrong. This time he finally
responded.
Mr. Gorsky had died, so Neil Armstrong felt he could now answer the
question.
In 1938, when he was a kid in a
small mid-western town, he was
playing baseball with a friend in the
back yard. His friend hit the ball,
which landed in his neighbour’s yard
by their bedroom window.
His neighbors were Mr. and Mrs.
Gorsky. As he leaned down to pick
up the ball, young Armstrong heard
Mrs. Gorsky shouting at Mr. Gorsky.
“Sex! You want sex?! You’ll get sex
when the kid next door walks on the
moon!”
True Story!
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Pilot

Year to date

Flemming Ravn

2478

Philip Pearpoint

2424

Peter Vining

2371

Bruce Woodfield

2006

Wayne Bilham

1875

Bruce McKay

1043

Greg Findon

1226

Merv Matthews

646

Bruce Withell

600

Mark Boyes

442

Year to date

Points YTD

Tama Randell

2916

1st

Phil Pearpoint

2914

2nd

Peter Vining

2817

3rd

Bruce McKay

2751

4th

Flemming Ravn

2150

5th

Bruce Woodfield 1816

6th

Greg Findon

1626

7th

Brad Pearpoint

1134

8th

James Burnside

728

9th

Why do
people say
they slept
like a baby
when
babies wake
up like every
two hours?

All modellers from all clubs
welcome to bring and buy

Congratulations
To all club members who are celebrating
any milestone, wedding anniversary,
graduation, end of a long model build,
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Rod’s new
Draco takes to the
skies at Colyton
Photo taken from www.rccrewhobbies.com.au website

These photo’s are of Rod Watts new Horizon
Hobbies “Draco”. about to have its first test
flight.
It flew very well and is an absolute “pussy
cat” to fly, only requiring a few clicks of
down trim on the elevator before handing
the controls over to Rod.
Take offs and landings were a breeze and
Rod left the field a very happy Pilot.
We have a total of three of these “Stol” type
aircraft coming to our field in the near future
and I look forward to seeing some impressive
formation flying of the three models.
Kevin Burrows

Members of the PNA enjoy a col winter day at the field
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Results submitted by Bruce Woodfield
Year to
date

Pilot
Flemming Ravn

261

Peter Vining

234

Bruce Woodfield

222

Terry Lawless

212

Philip Pearpoint

157

Greg Findon

97

Overall
position

Next
contest
11 August
weather
permitting

Competitor

Total
points

1

Philip Pearpoint

4205

2

Bruce McKay

4094

3

Bruce Woodfield

4087

4

Greg Findon

2944

5

Len Ruby

1396

6

Merv Matthews

1238

7

Mark Boyes

848

No competition in July—
due to the rain!

Next Round

18 August

To all club members
and their families
celebrating a birthday,
or special occasion
this month
enjoy your special day.
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Any Club members interested in our “Boatineers” SIG group and
would like to test out their sailing skills are welcome to join us at
the lake. For more information please contact me, Kevin Burrows
027 4368696.

David Leith and
Greg Findon
discuss David’s
new yacht.

Crash
and
sometime
later
battery
burns!

Luckily not in
the back of a
vehicle or in the
pilots hands.
From Servo Chatter Oct 19

Take care with
batteries.
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Following are extracts from the minute books which are
interesting facts on the history of the club over the past
70 years. Each month will cover a few years of minutes.
1951

LEVIN MODEL AEROPLANE CLUB INC

These pages could become more interesting with your
input. Many of you have been club members for many
years and must have newsletters, memories, photos of
activities involving club members past and present.
Please send these through to me to publish over the
next 12 months. If you do not have a scanner please let
me know and we will endeavour to make it happen.

11 March 1953—Annual General Meeting. There were seventeen members present including four new members, one
being Jack Wilkinson. Thirteen members were elected onto the committee. Roles included time keepers, record keepers and both a senior and a junior representative. New rules of the club were adopted. Subs were set at Senior 25/- (15/), Junior 12/- (7/6), ? Members 7/- (5/-).
The annual report states that control line was leaving Playford Park as the ground proved inconvenient and unsuitable
even after al the hard work that had been put in. Control line moved to the Aerodrome.
Attendance at events around the area showed LMAC in strong standing. Four seniors and four juniors attended the nationals in Hawera and the club modelling seemed comparable with the best.
The donation of a cup by Mrs Stent would give the juniors something to compete and build for. Senior membership
numbers were fading fast . Highlight of the year was the Labour Weekend meeting.
Financially, the previous balance was £1-4-3, received £18-3-0 subs, £2-6-6 sale of supplies. Paid out £1-0-0 first aid
kit, affiliation fees £13-12-4, supplies £7-0-0. Balance in the bank was 1 shilling and 6 pence. Assets were stop watch
£4-4-0, first aid kit £1-12-6, supplies £4-13-6. Junior free flight cup. Total assets £10-10-0.
21 April 1953 The rules for senior and junior free flight championships were adopted. The rules being asunder:
To be four competitions—1. sailplane (Nordic AZ—open towline glider). 2. Open Rubber—hand launched. 3. Power—
20 gas duration hand launched. 4. Prototype (to include scale and sports models). The points to be allotted in each event
to first six places, 1st - 12 points, 2nd - 6 points, 3rd - 4 points, 4th - 3 points, 5th - 2 points, 6th - 1 point.
The junior championship free flight for some events and conducted at same times. The places in prototype event to be
decided on points basis. Workmanship and finish - 20 points, accuracy to scale and realism - 20 points, novel ideas 20
points, flying, take-off and landing 25 points, flying realism and attitude in air 25 points.
10 June 1953—there was a call for club members to submit a design for a club badge.
17 August 1953— it was moved by Mrs OC Laper seconded by W Lattey that if the measurement committee is satisfied that any plane has been substantially built, finished by members competing it be permitted to fly in club competitions.
30 November 1953 —correspondence was received from NZMAA with new insurance scheme, amended rules and
new race rules. I twas decided that if suitable, 13 December be a combined day with Otaki at Tararua Road grounds.
30 March 1954—annual general meeting held with 9 members present. President gave a short report and expressed
disappointment at the amount of competition for club championships. The balance sheet had a credit balance of £9-5-9.
Subscriptions were set at seniors 15/-, junior 7/6, hon members 5/-.
18 May 1954—it was decided that, at request of gala committee, a rally be held on 30 May 1954 at clubs grounds. Programme to be A & B teams race, stunt, 20 secs gas open, 1/2 hour gas aggregate and that an invitation to take part be
forwarded to Otaki and Upper Hutt Clubs. It was moved by M Smith, seconded B Sutton that in future Solarbo balsa be
obtained when existing stocks disposed of.
5 September 1954—the question of shifting to new grounds discussed and the secretary reported that he had made
written application to council for permission to use Queen Street West Domain.
2 December 1954—A motion was moved that a further sun of £3 be invested in Club’s purchase of modellers supplies.
31 March 1955—Annual general meeting—10 present. The president gave a report on the years activities reviewing
the successes at the nationals and also the various D.C. and other contests during the year. He also expressed the sense
of permancy we had obtained in securing the Queen Street Domain for flying. This was for free flight and control line
flying. Credit balance was £6-5-9, club subs £6, making £12-5-9. Costs affiliation and insurance NZMAA £4, balsa
supplies £3, creosote 5/-, bank charges £1 leaving a bank balance of £4-0-9. Assets—balsa £7-16-0, first aid kit £1-12-
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6. Liabilities 6/- AGM notice. Trophies were presented to H Henderson senior and M Smith junior. It was proposed to
move the bank account from BNZ to POSB.
1 August 1955—a stop watch was to be purchased from club funds. Tally counters, Mr R Lee offered to donate two
and Mr B Sutton one. Club extended their gratitude to these members for their generous offer. Club to purchase 4th
tally counter.
17 January 1956— S McLachlan moved that free flight competition between Otaki and Levin take place in Tararua
Road on 12 February 1956.
4 April 1956—Fifth annual general meeting. President reports—during the past year club members have been active in
various categories with sport and radio control flying predominating. Several members had visited competitions around
the area and “demonstrating their prowess with the button.” It seems to me that radio control must become increasingly
popular where clubs are compelled to fly in more restricted areas. I hope to see control line flying with its spectator appeal still carry on however. Our own control line circle has not been in use for some months now. The bank balance
was now 16-2 and noted that assets were now almost £14.
11 June 1956—14 members attended the committee meeting where Alan Sissons and Jimmy Fritchley were introduced.
It was brought to members notice the successful one design contests that overseas clubs were holding. After a general
discussion it was decided that ALL members build a replica of the “Nordic A1 Golden Wings”. The secretary to purchase four plans from club funds. “The president suggested the meeting be closed in favour of refreshments which were
heartily devoured by the mob.”
17 October 1956—The centralized control line champs at Palmerston North. Nobody seemed very interested owning
the spring meeting of the Levin Motor Racing Cub Inc.
2 March 1957—Sixth annual general meeting—president’s report. Generally flying during the year has been on the decline with the odd modeller having a solo fly here and there. The Nordic A1 event three very keen bods getting up at
5.30am to be joined at 6.15am by one other nearly as keen who did a spot of retrieving. Bank balance was £3-2-2.
Presentation of trophies—because the trophies were not competed for last season W Lattey moved that the trophies be
not presented for 56-57 but handed into the club to be competed for in competitions to be arranged.
15 July 1957—Mr Sutton reported that Mr W Brazendale roposed giving a trophy for competition over a year. After
discussion it was agreed that the fairest way would be to have points worked on
the de centralised competition as there would be a chance for every body to compete. A sub-committee was elected to arrange a suitable points system and
report back.
16 September 1957—Brazendale trophy points—on behalf of the sub committee
Mr Henderson told the meeting of its, that is the sub committees findings. That is
that points be allotted for first, second and third be 5, 2 and 1, and each competitor
receiving bonus of one point. This is amended to 4, 2 and 1 point. Points would
be from the beginning of the current season and there would be an open and junior
competition.
17 February 1958—there was discussion on the stocks of supplied held be
wound up as there was now better supplies available in Levin. Stocks to be handed in at the AGM for valuation and disposal. Funds tied up in supplies better
spent on another stop watch.
1 April 1958—seventh annual general meeting. Membership has not advanced
and stands at 7 seniors and 8 juniors. A stop watch at £4-10-0 to be purchased when funds permit. There was discussion
on the number of engines being sold to non club members by the local retailers and a leaflet on the advantages of joining
the club to be included in engine boxes. The balance of the stores was auctioned—face value £2-4-0 proceeds being £118-0.
16 June 1958—Mr Sutton produced various spinners and a prop to be sold and proceeds to go to the club. Informally it
was suggested that members surplus goods be auctioned after every meeting and that a commission of 5% go to the club
with a minimum of six pence. The next meeting the club raised 2/- from the after meeting auction.
20 October 1958-the secretary outlined a scheme whereby he propsed to record the history of the club and the achievements of its members. Secretary was authoried to spend the about necessary to purchase the stationery required.
8 December 1958—that a committee of five be appointed to review the points system for the Brazendale Trophy.

That is a summary of the Levin Model Aeroplane Club Minute Books for 1953-1958
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The reason
Brad Pearpoint
hasn’t been at the
field much lately.
Brad has spent hundreds of hours building a Sling
TSI (for more info go to: https://slingaircraft.nz/
aircraft/sling-tsi/).
It's a 4 seat aircraft with a 148kt cruise speed. It's
capable of a little over 8 hours of endurance with
reserves (much longer than the required toilet
breaks!)
South African designed and supplied kit, built out of
almost entirely 6061 aluminium. The canopy and
fairings are composite and it's powered by a 141hp
turbo charged Rotax. The build is specifically
designed around pulled rivets which increases the
build speed significantly.

The wings and tail are complete, and the fuselage is
approx 50% complete. It should be standing on it's
own wheels within the next month and the engine
arrives in September.
With any luck it will be transferred to a hangar at
Feilding aerodrome (shed is getting very small!)
toward the end of the year and will fly early in the
new year.
Once it's in the hangar I'll have to organise a time
for people to come and visit and have a look if they
are interested.
Brad
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Notes and reminders.
Levin
Webcam
Hits

2021 Total
(as at the above date)

4 9 2 2
Under the weather

For Sale
4 x 2 metre
Aerobatic aircraft,
IC powered with
engines and RC
gear. One also has
retracts.
Only need a
receiver.
4 .35 plus size
vintage models.
2 Kadet ic models
6 other RC models
with gear.
30 plus kits of
various types.

Hoping the forecast is
looking brighter

A scale Spacewalker
and EAA biplane
Plenty of support
gear including flight
boxes.
A scale PC 9 electric.
15 plastic kits, one a
24th scale
Hurricane

Feilding Star, 15 August 1932.

A number of
brushed and
brushless motors
A number of IC
engines.

Phone
022 108 3176 Des Richards

Horowhenua
Chronicle
23 August 1933

Decals of the Palmerston North Aeroneers Club Logo
Water slide transfer, Simple to apply, Long lasting.
Order from Flemming Ravn, ravnf@outlook.com
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Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club information

Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers

THE COMMITTEE

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

President: Maurice Job
Phone 021670689. president@aeroneers.com

Treasurer: Greg Findon,
Phone 06 3561571. treasurer@aeroneers.com

Secretary: Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363. secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain: Tama Randell,
Phone 027 2920363. Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Ph 06 323 9093
Bruce McKay.

Len Ruby.
Peter Vining

Servo Chatter Editor and Website Updates:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to Westpac
Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise Greg of
your payment.

Fly Days 2021: Midweek flying is every Tuesday with the reserve day being Thursday, following exceptions to this
are: Monday, October 25 - Labour Day, becomes midweek flying day.
Monday, Dec 27 - Christmas Day stat holiday observed, becomes midweek flying day
Our midweek flying policy has when stat holiday are observed on a Monday or any other day during the week this
becomes the midweek flying day, this allows those members who are still working the opportunity to have a fly midweek.

Levin Model Aeroplane Club

Club information

Club Email: levinmodelclub@gmail.com
Club Flying Site: Lutz Road, off Tararua Rd, RD1, Levin
Club Website: www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

THE COMMITTEE
President: John Curtis

Due March 2021

MFNZ

LMAC

Secretary: Linda Lambess 06 3626446
Treasurer: Ivan Huntley
Committee:

Family

$100

$30.00

Senior

$95

30.00

John Cameron
Colin Peard

Junior

$25

30.00

Servo Chatter Editor:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
levinmodelclub@gmail.com

Please pay any committee member or online to
03 0667 0029143 000. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box. Please email
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
to advise Ivan of your payment.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care is taken to
ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible for the content of advertisements or any material contained therein. The editor
reserves the right of publication.

